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Algorithms and Data Structures – Syllabi of lectures

Recommended literature

Wirth,N.: Algorithms + Data Structures  = Programs.
Prentice Hall, Inc., 1975.


Knuth,D.: The Art of Computer Programming. 
Vol.3. Sorting and Searching.
Addison - Wesley, 1973.

Baase,S.: Computer Algorithms, Introduction to Design and Analysis.
Addison - Wesley, 1989.

CD Issued by  Dr. Dobb's Essential Books on Algorithms and Data Structures CD-ROM - Release 2

1. Horowitz, Sahni: Fundamentals of Data Structures
 2. Korsh, Garrett: Data Structures,Algorithms and Program Style Using C
 3. Mark Allen Weiss:Data Structures and Algorithm Analysis in C  
 4. Wayne Amsbury:Data Structures: From Arrays to Priority Queues
 5.William B. Frakes and Ricardo Baeza-Yates:Information Retrieval: Data Structures & Algorithms 
 6. Thomas H. Cormen, Charles E. Leiserson, and Ronald L. Rivest: Introduction to Algorithms 
 7. Flamig: Practical Data Structures in C++
 8. Thomas Plum:Reliable Data Structures in C  
 9. Alfred V. Aho, John E. Hopcroft,Jeffrey D. Ullman:Data Structures and Algorithms
10. Dr.Dobbs Jornal: Algorithms and Data Structure Articles

Organisation of the course

13 lectures with 3 contact hours , 13  guided labs and seminars per 2 hours.

Winter examination term exam period will be expired on 
FRI 2003-02-14


Activity in lectures  (20 points)
Mini-project + presentation and mini-defense and activity in labs 15 points
Midterm written examination (15 points)
Final written examination (50 points)

Evaluation with ECTS grades:

less then 50   -   "fail/F"
50-59 points  pass as "good/E"
60-69 points pass as "good/D"
70-79 points  pass as "very good/C"
80-89 points pass as "very good/B"
90-100 points pass as "excellent/A"

Summary of the course

Abstract Data Structures. Dynamic allocation of storage. User implemented allocation. Abstract Data Types. Lists. Single-linked and double-linked lists. Circular Lists. Their specification and implementation. Stack - specification and implementation. Examples of usage. Evaluation of arithmetic expression. Queue - specification and implementation. Examples of usage. Trees. Binary trees.  Operations upon the binary trees: comparing, copying, destroying,  transversals. Recursive and non-recursive implementation of tree operations. Arrays, their specification and implementation. Dynamic array. Dense array. 

Searching. Search tables, specification of operations.  Searching methods: Sequential searching in file, list and array. Sentinel. Searching in ordered  sequence.  Binary searching. Dijkstra and normal binary searching.  Searching in binary search trees. Searching, insertion, deletion. Recursive and non-recursive versions of implementation. Hashing tables. 


Sorting (Ordering). Basic concepts. Stability. Ordering with multiple keys. Ordering without movement of items. Classification of ordering methods. Time complexity of algorithms. Big 0, Omega and Theta. Ordering by comparison. Insert sort, Bubble sort,  Heap sort. Ordering by insertion. Insert sort, Bubble insert sort. Ordering by partition. Quick sort, recursive and non-recursive implementation of algorithm. Ordering by merging. Merge sort. List-merge sort. Shell sort. Radix sort. Sequential ordering of files or sequences. Straight and natural merging. Balanced multi-way merging. Poly-phase merging. 


Text processing. Searching samples in strings. Knuth-Morris-Pratt's algorithm. Boyle-Moore's algorithm. 


Opening lesson

1 Repetition of prerequisite fundamental  knowledge 

1.1 One Hundred words

A hundred of keywords which are pre-requisite to the course ADS - 
Algorithms and Data Structures.
----------------------------------------------------------------------

1.1.1 Concepts from the course of Programming and Usage of Computers.

Structure of the computer, memory, access time to the memory, address, data. instruction, sequential processing of the instructions, external memory, communication of the computer with its environment, input/output, interactive computing, batch computing.


Basic knowledge and ability to use programming language ANSI Pascal, and especially:
Pascal syntax, syntax graphs, Backus Normal Form (BNF) of syntax

Basics types, ordinal types, enumeration type and its usage, interval and its usage, set type and its operation, type file and its operation, type array, string, type record, record with the variant part, dynamic allocation of the variant record, compatibility of types, type pointer and its usage, equivalence of types, compatibility by assignment, type checking.
	Notation and enumeration of expressions, rounding and truncating of integer expressions, conversion of types (integer <--> real), short-evaluation of Boolean expression. 
	Looping, choice of type of loop statement, semantics of for, while and repeat cycle, case statement, with statement.
	Procedures and functions - choice and usage, passing of parameters, side effects, features of block structure, recursion.
1.1.3  Representation of numbers.

	Binary numbers, straight and complement binary code, numbers with floating and fixed representation, mantissa, exponent, normalized number.


1.1.4  Basic features of Turbo (Borland) Pascal, difference from ANSI 
Pascal.

	Differences in file processing, strings, declaration, structured constants, declarations of variables with initiation of their value, address arithmetic.


1.1.5  Fundamentals of algorithms

	Structured programming, choice of the type of cycle, choice of the structure of data, algorithms with sequential access to data, algorithms with random (straight) access to data, searching for extremes (minimal, maximal value, key value, subsets), exchange (swapping) of the two values, ordering versus sorting, fundamental numerical algorithms (evaluation of the sequences, mass summation, mass multiplication), fundamental algorithms on texts, non-decreasing (-increasing) sub-sequence and its searching in the sequence. 


1.1.6  Basic concepts of mathematics in algorithms

	Linear, logarithmic, quadratic, cubic, polynomial, binomial and exponential functions.


	Fundamental logic operation, namely implication.


	Operation upon the sets, set quantifiers (ForAll, Exist).


	Average value of the set of numbers, weighted average, dispersion, standard deviation - square root of dispersion.



1.1.7  Extended Backus-Naur Formalism 

Formal language is defined by a set of sequences of symbols. Elements of the set are called sentences. In the case of programming languages sentence is the program.

The symbols are elements of a finite set, called dictionary. The set of programs (which is finite) is defined by  rules on composition. Sentences created according these rules are called to be syntactically correct. Set of the rules of composition is called syntax of the given 
language. Program (sentence) of formal language consists of the parts called "syntactic entities"  i.e. declaration, statements or expressions.

Syntactic factors:

If the construction A consists from B followed by C, i.e. concatenation of BC, then B and C are called syntactic factors, and A is described by the formula:

     A = BC.

Syntactic terms.

If A consists alternatively from B or from C, we call B and C syntactic terms and A is described:

   A = B | C   

(Remark: sometimes  symbol "::=" is used instead of "="  i.e. A ::= B | C )

Besides "concatenation" and "selection" it is convenient to work with "option" and "repetition". If A may be either B or nothing, we express the construction as

    A =  [B]

If A consists from concatenation of any number of B, including the zero number, we express the construction as

    A = {B}

The brackets may be used for association of factors and terms. While A,B and C denote syntactic entities, symbols as |, [, ], {, }, (, ), are called meta-symbols. The definition using the above mentioned rules and methodology is called Extended Backus-Naur Formalism (EBNF).

Example of definition of Pascal identifier.

identifier = letter { letter | digit }.
letter = A | B | C | ... | Z | a | b | c | ... | z.
digit =  0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 |

1.2  Complexity  of algorithms and data structure

Mutual evaluation of the two difference algorithms needs objective criteria. The "time-space" approach is often used. This approach takes into account the time necessary to finish the algorithm until the correct result is reached and the memory space needed for it. These features are expressed by "time complexity" and by "space complexity" of an algorithm. Both complexities are expressed by the functions where the size of data is an argument of them. Sizes are expressed mostly by the number of items of problem oriented homogeneous data structure (e.g.file, list, array), processed by the algorithm.

	Asymptotic expression of time complexity


The criterion used frequently for the evaluation of the speed of the algorithm is its asymptotic time complexity. It results from the behavior of the function for n increasing to infinite.

Complexity expressed by notation Omicron (Big O, Ό) expresses the upper limit of the time behavior of the algorithm.

Omicron (g(n)) denotes the set of functions f(n), for which is true:

  {f(n) :  file_0.unknown
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 (c>0, n0>0) such, that  file_1.unknown
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n>=n0 is valid
                         [0<=f(n)<=c*g(n)]}
where c and n0 are adequate positive constants.

Then the notation f(n)=Omicron(g(n)) or Ό(g(n)) denotes that function f(n) is growing maximally as fast as the function g(n). Function g(n) is the upper limit of the set of all functions, determined by the notation Omicron(g(n))    (Ό(g(n))).

Complexity expressed by notation Omega (Ώ) denotes the lower the limit of time behavior of the algorithm.

Omega(g(n)) (Ώ(g(n))) denotes the set of all functions f(n) for which is true:
   {f(n) : file_2.unknown
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 (c>0, n0>0) such, that file_3.unknown
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n>=n0 is valid
                         [0<=c*g(n)<=f(n)]}
where c and n0 are adequate positive constants.

Then the notation f(n)=Omega(g(n)) (Ώ(g(n))) denotes that function f(n) is growing minimally as fast as the function g(n). Function g(n) is the lower limit of the set of all functions, determined by the notation Omega(g(n))  (Ώ(g(n))).

Theta(g(n))  (Θ(g(n))) denotes the set of all functions f(n) for which is valid::
   {f(n) : Existfile_4.unknown
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 (c1>0, C2>0, n0>0) such, that
               file_5.unknown
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 (n>=n0) is valid [0<=c1*g(n)<=f(n)<=c2*g(n)]}
where c1,C2  and n0 are positive constants.

Complexity expressed by the notation Theta (Θ) denotes the time behavior same as the given function.


Then the notation f(n)=Theta(g(n)) or Θ(g(n)) denotes, that function f(n) is growing as fast as the function g(n). Function g(n) is expression of the order of upper and as well the lower limit of the set of functions, determined by the notation Omega(g(n)).

Note:
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 stands for "Such that exist…"
file_7.unknown
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stands for "For all that …"


Omicron, Omega and Theta is expressed on the following figures.
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Types of complexity

Θ(1) denotes the constant time complexity.

	Θ(log(n) denotes the algorithms with the logarithmic time complexity. The value of the base (root) of logarithm is not important, as various bases differ only by the constant of mutual transformation. Such a complexity has some quick searching algorithms.


	Θ(n) is denotation of the algorithms with the linear time complexity. This complexity is typical for sequential algorithms.


	Θ(n*log(n)) is called "linearithmic" complexity. This complexity is typical for some fast sorting algorithms based on comparing model.


	Θ(n*n) or Θ(n2) is quadratic complexity. It is typical for many algorithms based on the double cycle model- one inner cycle and one outer cycle. Many ordinary sorting algorithms belong to them. 


	Θ(n*n*n) or Θ(n3) is denotation of the algorithms with cubic complexity. Algorithms with that complexity are usable only for limited number of problems. Any doubling of the n results in eight times enlarging of the time.


	Θ k exp n) (where k is real positive number, mostly integer) is denotation of algorithms with exponential complexity (for k=2 binomial complexity). There exist several practically usable algorithms of that class. They are called "algorithms working with the brute force". Whenever their n is doubled, resulting time is powered by two.



1.4  Space complexity

Space complexity is expressed by the amount of memory space needed for the code and data of algorithm. With the exception of extremes, the code is negligible to data. Most frequently the memory complexity may be expressed as constant, logarithmic or linear order. An algorithm, which doesn't need more memory space than the own processed data is called to be working "in situ" (on it's own place). 


_



1.5 Home assignments:


1. Send email message to: honzik@fit.vutbr.cz containing.:

Your Surname, Given name, your other  names, your date of birth, your address in Brno, 
your faculty email address, your private email address. 

2.  Using the random function or the other way, create an array of 25 random integer positive numbers. Write the procedure which finds the maximal number.  Print on the screen (or to the output text file) all input data (created numbers) and the result. (or to the output text file)

3.  Using the random function or other way, create an array of 25 integer positive numbers. Write the procedures which finds the minimal number.  Print on the screen (or to the output text file) all input data (created numbers) and the result.

4.  Using the random function or the other way, create an array of 25 integer numbers greater than 0. Write the procedures which evaluate the weighted average value. The weight of every integer is its square root truncated to (nearest highest) integer value.  Print on the screen (or to the output text file) all input data (created numbers) and the result. 


5.  Using the random function or the other way, create an array of 25 integer numbers greater than 0. Write the procedure, which finds the longest non-decreasing sub-sequence of numbers. Write on the screen (or to the output text file) the first index of the sub-sequence, length and all numbers from the found sub-sequence.


	Each source program should begin with the comment introducing:

The Name of program
	The assignment (text of the task, purpose of the piece of program)

The name of programmer and his email address
The date the program was created
Other necessary comments helping to run or to use the piece of program.

1.6 Recommendations:

	Avoid using the  "go-to" statements in the programs.


	It is advisable to start identifiers of types with "T" as prefix, e.g.


   type
      TIntArray=array[1..25]of integer; (* Array of random numbers *)
     ...
   var
      IntArray:TIntArray;



In declaration use only type identifier after colon ":" and not explicit declaration. It is not an error but bad programming style, leading easily to errors.  


Example of bad programming style with explicit specification of declared variable:
   var
     IntArray:array[1..10] of integer;
   ...

Good style :

type
      TIntArray[1..10] of integer;
…
 var
     IntArray : TIntArray; 
…

